The structure of liquid water beyond the first hydration shell.
To date there is a general consensus on the structure of the first coordination shells of liquid water, namely tetrahedral short range order of molecules. In contrast, little is known about the structure at longer distances and the influence of the tetrahedral molecular arrangement of the first shells on the order at these length scales. An expansion of the distance dependent excess entropy is used in this contribution to find out which molecular arrangements are important at each distance range. This was done by splitting the excess entropy into two parts: one connected to the relative position of two molecules and the other one related to their relative orientation. A transition between two previously unknown regimes in liquid water is identified at a distance of about ∼6 Å: from a predominantly orientational order at shorter distances to a regime at larger distances of up to ∼9 Å where the order is predominantly positional and molecules are distributed with the same tetrahedral symmetry as the very first molecules.